
“Narratives #7” 
(Where are we?) 

 
 
 
 

"Narratives"	  is	  a	  series	  of	  "Pop	  Up"	  shows	  I	  curate,	  which	  engages	  
locally	  (Maine)	  sourced	  small	  works	  with	  globally	  sourced	  art,	  that	  I	  
both	  identify	  with	  and	  feel	  strongly	  addresses	  the	  ongoing	  narrative	  of	  
our	  times.	  If	  you	  would	  like	  to	  submit	  work,	  please	  contact	  me.	  Also,	  if	  
you	  missed	  a	  "Narratives"	  show	  and	  would	  like	  to	  see	  any	  work	  from	  
previous	  shows	  let	  me	  know	  and	  I'll	  have	  it	  on	  hand	  for	  the	  next	  

presentation.	  Enjoy!	  
	  

-‐Kenny	  Cole	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Melinda	  Barnes	  (Maine),	  Niklas	  Nenzén	  (SWE),	  

Maryjean	  Viano	  Crowe	  (Maine),	  Cecilia	  
Whittaker-Doe	  (NYC),	  and	  Matt	  Lock	  (US).	  

	  
Showing:	  

	  
February	  12,	  2016	  4-‐6pm.	  

	  
Three	  Tides	  |	  40	  Marshall	  Wharf,	  Belfast,	  Maine 



Kenny Cole

"Green Room Defense"
2013
mixed media
240 cm x 320 cm
$700.00
Niklas Nenzén

Niklas Nenzen’s “Green Room Defense”
is a scene densely populated by an
endless assortment of creatures and
personalities, some literally
“stacked” upon one another, others
acting out a variety of pantomimes
on and around a main figure lying
supine on a divan. An inventory of
the cast of characters and props
begins to suggest to us the early
days of the silver screen, with the
grisaille rendering of the "people
pile" behind the green curtains
potentially signifying a black and
white movie projection. Our main
figure seems exhausted, collapsed on
her divan, hidden behind a mask,
while the cacophonous Hollywood
premiere tumbles around her. 
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Kenny Cole

"Blue Haven"
2011
Ink and watercolor on paper
8" x 6"
$150.00
Cecilia Whitaker-Doe

Cecilia Whittaker-Doe’s “Blue Haven”
creates a welcome respite from our
first artist, yet we are no closer to
being able to indentify our setting.
This landscape has clearly
recognizable features, such as trees,
hills, rocks and sky yet we are
ultimately seduced by the soaked color
and dreamy washes to accepting the
abstract paths and interrelationships
as our locality. The doppelganger
effect of blue and brown grisaille
begins to suggest an even dreamier
sense of time or multiple experiences
of a place, layered one upon another,
expanding our sense of place from the
literal to the psychological.
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Kenny Cole

"The Truth Revealed Itself in a
Mirror"
2014
Pencil on paper
11.5" x 9.25"
$225.00
Matt Lock

Matt Lock, renders a detailed view
from some sci-fi arcade or street
scene in his "The Truth Revealed
Itself in a Mirror". There’s a
certain anticipation suggested as
we view the scene from behind. The
main character has just become
distracted by his reflection in a
mirror, which reveals him to be
Lucifer himself. His buddies urge
him forward, while in the distance
a couple enters the scene. The
myriad of details, from the
patterns and accessories on the
clothing to the quirky signage and
wall graphics within the scene’s
architecture, draws us
compulsively into the scene.
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Kenny Cole

"The Bake Off"
1994
Contact print of constructed negative
14" x 11"
$100.00
Maryjean Viano Crowe

Maryjean Viano Crowe’s contact print
of a constructed negative titled “The
Bake Off”, has a setting that is more
psychological than literal. The image
is bisected by a suited 50’s style
male figure, separating the two female
figures into left and right tableaux.
The right hand figure confronts us
with a robotic gaze as she
mechanically dumps out a Bundt cake.
One feels that she is trapped in her
domestic cage. The female on the left
is engaged with the exiting male,
their hands have become an abstract
tangle, her gaze is averted and her
place is as an ornament topping a
fruity desert. Everything floats as if
it were a fractured pane of glass
within a bottomless black void.
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Kenny Cole

Untitled
2006
Graphite on paper
4" x 5"
$350.00
Melinda Barnes

This delicate untitled graphite drawing by Melinda Barnes of a
hand pointing to or touching a place on a surface seems to say,
“You are here”. The small scale of Barnes’ work and careful
rendering creates an immediate intimacy and desire to connect to
its content. It feels as though she is sending us a sign,
message or communication, yet the simplicity and directness of
the subject allows for a continuous open-ended projection, on
our part, of what that message could be.
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